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Maneuver a yacht under engine power like the helmsman on a cruise liner:
With just one joystick,
in all directions,
precise, secure, convenient
The concept:
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 The standard main engine is supplemented with
o a standard electronic engine control
o a simple standard (electric) bow and stern thruster,
 the three engines are connected to the ComfoDrive control unit *),
 maneuver the ship with the special large 3-axis joystick*):
o forwards - reverse (as with a standard engine control)
o sidewards port or starboard (tilt the joystick to the left or the right)
o rotation counter-clockwise or clockwise (rotate the head of the joystick),
 linear control of thrust strength proportional to the tilting angle of the joystick,
not only for the main engine but also for the thrusters by switching them with
pulses of variable length (ComfoDrive control unit).
Test results for difficult maneuvers in confined harbors, locks and narrow canals,
especially at very slow speed and with crosswind or drift:
 Reliable control over the ship under all conditions.
 Especially for the helmsman: Great increase in security, great reduction in the
stress levels.
*)

Patent pending
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Overview: Configuration, wiring and interfaces
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ComfoDrive-interfaces:
 Bow and stern thruster:
original interface:
Electric switch (button, mini-joystick): thrust right / thrust off / thrust left
if needed: buttons to activate retractable thrusters

 Electronic engine remote control:
original interface:
Potentiometer in the handle of the electronic engine control or CAN-Bus

 up to 3 Joysticks for different operating positions with "active here"-button.
 switch panel with a 4-lines text-display
for activating the subsystems and to signal the actual status of
the ComfoDrive-system,
the engine remote control,
the bow thruster,
the stern thruster.
 under development: "Track-Assistant":
The system controls by help of a GSP-module the position, the direction of the track and the
speed of the boat and by help of a compass-module the bow-direction.
Functions:
electronic anchor, electronic mooring, joystick-controlled precise-tracking autopilot.

ComfoDrive
Concept "TrackAssistant"
Assisting system for the ComfoDrive
Mell / 15.7.2008

Function:
The system controls by help of a GPS-module the position, the direction of the track
and the speed of the boat and by help of an compass-module the bow-direction.
The measured values will be converted to boat-coordinates.
GPS coordinates: true geographic position,
zero position of the coordinate-system,
actual position of the boat within this coordinate-system,
coordinate "ahead" (comes from the bow-direction),
movement forward - backward,
coordinate "sideways" (laterally to the bow-direction),
movement right - left,
coordinate "bow-direction",
rotation to the right or the left.
By pushing a button the function will be switched on. The joystick stays active. The
system reads and stores the boat-coordinates for witch the joystick is in the "zeroposition" and the ComfoDrive will automatically hold these coordinates exactly.
If you tilt the angle of the joystick for one ore more axis, the system will standby for
these axis and the boat will move controlled by the joystick. As soon as an axis of the
joystick goes back to zero, the system and the ComfoDrive will keep and hold the
related coordinates of the boat.

ComfoDrive
Example 1: Electronic ancor
electronic mooring
The joystick is positioned to "zero" for all axis,
the main engine is switched on, the sails are down,
the boat moves without thrust.
After pushing the button, the boat will hold the actual position and the bowdirection.
By using the joystick, you can correct the position and the bow-direction.
If you stop the boat e.g. during a mooring-maneuver (all joystick-axis in zeroposition), the boat will stay exactly in this position and the skipper can look
around relaxed, prepare the next steps or bring the mooring-ropes ashore.
This function solves e.g. the problem, to hold a boat in the mooring-position (e.g.
with crosswind), without handling the joystick, e.g. to fasten the mooring-ropes
one-hand.
Example 2: Precise-tracking autopilot,
The boat runs ahead under main engine, controlled by the joystick.
After pushing the button, the boat-coordinates "sideways" and "bow-direction" as
well as the GPS-position (as the zero-point of the coordinate-system will be
stored.
The system will hold the boat exactly on the line of the coordinate "ahead"
(referring to coordinate "ahead" stored when pushing the button), drift or rotation
of the boat will be automatically adjusted.
If the bow-direction is changed with the joystick while moving forward, the new
coordinates for "ahead" and "sideways" will be calculated and the boat will move
exactly in line of the new direction. The same procedure happens, if you give the
boat a sideways-thrust with the joystick.
So the boat will be navigated by a joystick-controlled precise-tracking autopilot.

Concept of realization:
The system will be designed as a separate little box with own sensor-electronic and
plugs for the "button", a switch for function-modes and for the antennas.
The system will be plugged in between the joystick and the ComfoDrive control unit.
The power comes from the control unit.
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